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So far as the laws of mathematics refer to 
reality, they are not certain. And so far as they 
are certain, they do not refer to reality. 
 

Albert Einstein 
 

Geometry and Experience (1921) 
 

 
 
 
 
Let us imagine a white surface with irregular 
black spots on it. We can then say that 
whatever kind of picture these make, I can 
always approximate as closely as I wish to the 
description of it by covering the surface with a 
sufficiently fine square mesh, and then saying 
of every square whether it is black or white.  In 
this way, I shall have imposed a unified form 
on the description of the surface. 

 
Ludwig Wittgenstein, 

 
Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus (1921) 
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From Forecast to Strategy 
 

An Economics Philosophy for A Correct Mathematical Approach 
 
 
 
«Predicting then science». While works such as Francis Bacon's Novum Organon 
(1620), Galileo's Dialogue on the Two Chief World Systems (1623) and Descartes' 
Discourse on Method (1636) served to accelerate the development of civilization by 
integrating the world of mathematical science with the world of practical experience 
to the point of an excess (with the positivism in the nineteenth century and the 
idealism in the twentieth century), the sciences crisis, which was also acknowledged 
in the thirties by the work of philosophers such as Emund Husserl and Karl Popper, 
led several mathematicians to innovative positions (such as those represented by the 
quantum mechanics of Ewin Schrödinger, Werner Heisenberg and Paul Dirac) or 
criticism (such as that contained in Paul Feyerabend's Against the Method (1963) and 
Ulrich Beck's Risk Society (Risikogesellschaft 1987)), where scientific methods were 
accused of approximations causing errors and social risks that were at times dramatic. 
While the developments in physics were seriously calling into question classic linear 
models, in the field of economics, the changeover from positivistic optimism (as 
heralded by Thomas Malthus' research on the population) to "reflective" pessimism 
(an expression coined by George Soros, a disciple of Karl Popper) was manifested 
with some delay due to cyclical crises of a considerable magnitude occurring between 
the two great market crashes in 1929 and 2001. 
 

 
 

Chart 1 - 100 Years of the Dow Jones 
 
Having based their forecasts on models and equations crafted by some of the world's 
most famous economists and mathematicians (such as Nicolai Kondratief, Carl Ross, 
Ragnar Frisch, Fischer Black, Myron Scholes, Robert Marton, Harry Markowitz, and 
William Sharpe), the various disciplines of economics - such as statistics, financial 
analysis, and econometrics - emerged from this series of shocks with results that were 
anything but comforting.  The academic world and its scientific conclusions were 
contradicted year after year as international financial circuits continued to expand. 
The development of econometrics models was promptly surpassed due to the 
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continuing growth of investment volumes, and the resulting disruption of the 
theoretical equilibrium needed for running such models.  Increasing liquidity and the 
psychological speculation at the root of investor temperament ended up creating a 
divergence between the market's actual performance and the values suggested by the 
models. 
 
After showing its first signs in 1974 and in 19871, the econometrics crisis grew even 
more pronounced in 1996, the first year of a prolonged bull market and when large 
value and large growth funds underperformed the Morgan Stanley Equity World 
Index due to the saturation of the cyclical models that had been applied up to then. 
Alan Greenspan's famous reference to "irrational exuberance" in 1997, the Long-
Term Capital crisis in October 1998, and the publication of George Soros' The Crisis 
of Global Capitalism in the autumn of 1998 can all be considered by-products of this 
situation. 
 
This contest between economic research with a rigorously scientific orientation 
(which viewed Paul Samuelson as the founder of an entire generation) and market 
empirics accurately reflects the difficulties dramatically described in Robert Schiller's 
critical work, Irrational Exuberance, and when, after a century of scientific research 
in the economic field, the academic community was refusing to make economic 
forecasts at the height of the bubble in 2000. Schiller writes: "If we accept the premise 
of efficient markets, not only is it not advantageous to be intelligent, but, likewise, not 
to be intelligent is not, in turn, a disadvantage. […]  Thus, according to this theory, 
effort and intelligence do not mean anything in investments2". With the confirmation 
of the market being characterized by random movements, the research world thus 
considered it not intelligent to venture into analyzing the market. 
The "Predicting then science" principle used as the basis of the scientific culture of 
the preceding three centuries was thus rejected by economists who locked themselves 
up in their ivory towers and abandoned to its own fate a global economy and the 
millions and millions of investors affiliated with it. 
Observed in the field of classic physics in the twenties, the crisis was now also 
afflicting economic research, with the speed and magnitude of the markets having 
introduced a factor of indecision similar to that discovered in quantum atomic models. 
The outcome of this sort of intellectual drift was then seen with the downturn over the 
2000-2003 three-year period, with all of the pessimism and distrust about the financial 
world that came along with it. 
 

                                                 
1 Murphy, J., Analisi Tecnica Intermarket (Intermarket Technical Analysis), Milan 1997. 
2 Schiller, R., Euforia Irrazionale (Irrational Exuberance), Bologna 2000, page 242. 
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Chart 2 -  Collapse of the NASDAQ Telecommunications Sector in 2000 
 

 
What led the world of economic-financial research to this embarrassing rejection of 
forecasting? Had the philosophical foundation of scientific study perhaps been 
forgotten? 
 
Some conclusions can be drawn about these theoretical difficulties from the profile of 
the winners of the Nobel Prize in Economics, the newest and most debated of the 
prizes awarded by the famous institution in Sweden.  Initially awarded in recognition 
of the work on econometrics by Ragnar Frisch and economic research by Paul 
Samuelson, the prize was then conferred for work in the field of pure mathematics, 
with the sensational acclaim in 1996 of John Nash, who as a young researcher at 
Princeton in the fifties had introduced in the axiomatic theory of equilibrium 
developed from John Von Neumann's and Oskar Morgenstern's strategic game theory 
the theorem of insufficient information.  This sort of belated recognition of game 
theory in 1996 opened up a possibility that had been abandoned for over 50 years. 
 
John Von Neumann's and Oskar Morgenstern's identification of the concept of 
strategy had been the final phase of a process that started during the second half of the 
nineteenth century. The application of mathematics and statistics to social studies, as 
promoted in the first decades of the nineteenth century by the positivism of August 
Comte and Stuart Mill, did not extend to the analysis of the contraction of markets 
until Oxford professor Francis Ysidro Edgeworth published Mathematical Psychics in 
1881. Edgeworth had abandoned the traditional historical and philosophical view of 
economics as professed by Adam Smith, David Ricardo, Karl Marx and others, and 
attempted to replace it with the application of mathematical models coming from 
physics. The difficulties encountered in developing the first models did, however, end 
up winning over economists such as John Hicks and Alfred Marshall. 

 
The attempts to explain market movements through mathematics were again renewed 
with Zur Teorie der Gesellschaftspiele (On the Theory of Games of Strategy), an 
article published by John Von Neumann in 1928.  With this publication, the 
Hungarian mathematics genius criticized the attempts to make economic theories 
rigorous. His theory was based on the demonstration of the formula of “Maxmin” 
applied to a game. Oskar Morgenstern, an Austrian philosopher and author of 
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Wirtschaftprognose (Economic Predictions) was captivated by Von Neumann's work 
and agreed with Von Neumann about the idea of a distance between the complex 
reality of the business world and the Platonism of the abstract idealism of 
mathematical models. Strongly encouraged by Morgenstern, the collaboration 
between the two led to the publication in 1944 of the revolutionary Theory of Games 
and Economics Behavior which proposed substituting the concept of forecasting in 
the field of economics with the concept of strategy. 
 

 
 
The thrust of the book was described in the first chapter entitled The problem of 
rational behavior: "We hope, however, to obtain, a real understanding of the problem 
of exchange by studying it from an altogether different angle; this is, from the 
perspective of a 'game of strategy' ". According to the two scholars, economics was a 
hopelessly empirical discipline, and its most authoritative proponents, though 
promptly committed to finding solutions to the pressing problems of probability, had 
always expressed their ideas without the benefit of a proven and certified scientific 
base. 

 
Though incorporated into university textbooks partly as a result of John Nash's work 
The Bargaining Problem published in "Econometrica" in 1950, the provocative game 
theory was never embraced by any school due to the difficulties of transforming the 
theory into an actual operating methodology, as Nash privately demonstrated in his 
disastrous financial investment campaign3. In order to construct a strategy, the 
markets had to be put into a sort of map or matrix which could be used as the basis for 
establishing the levels at which investors should move in and out.  

 
 

                                                 
3 Nasar, S., Il genio dei numeri (A Beautiful Mind), Rizzoli 1999, pages 212 - 216. 
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Chart 3 - Game Strategy Decision Tree 
 

 
However, during the forties, transmission and calculation techniques were not such as 
to allow for observing the entire map of the international financial marketplace as if it 
were a chessboard or meteorological map.  

 
Furthermore, from a theoretical standpoint, game theory was at odds with the 
rigorously scientific approach advocated by the young Paul Samuelson in his 
Foundations of Economic Theory of 1947.  This theory seemed to explain in simple 
linear terms the start of progressive global economic expansion which stretched from 
the end of end of World War II to almost the turn of the century.  Such principles 
became so dominant in econometrics research that they earned Samuelson the Nobel 
Prize in 1970. 
 
As in the past, the market had chosen the theory which explained it in a conditional 
manner, exactly as Neumann and Morgenstern had argued in their revolutionary 
work. 
 
The difficulties began to emerge in the two oil shocks in 1974 and 1978, respectively.  
Then all of the sudden variations in oil prices, commodities and interest rates that 
were provoked by geopolitical events (starting with the collapse of the Berlin Wall in 
1989, and followed by the Gulf War in 1991, the rouble crisis in 1998, and the 
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terrorist attacks of September 2001) ended up compromising the theoretical 
equilibrium needed for running linear models. 
 

 
 

Chart 4 - Examples of Shocks on the CRB Commodity Index from 1956 
 
Thus, while theory seemed to have precisely explained what was happening during 
the long phase of economic and market expansion that began in 1945, the acceleration 
of securities prices starting in 1996 prompted a shift in the orientation of fundamental 
analysis, from classic discounted cash-flow models to models based on price-earnings 
growth, where the estimates were made on the basis of projections running out over a 
number of years.  From an approach initially based on the value of securities, the 
stance changed and focused on models concentrated on forecasts. 
 
The error of the rigorously scientific approach in forecasting was that of considering 
indices and prices similar to variables.  But price and indices are not an abstract 
product of equations or formulas.  Instead, they are a provisional summation at a 
certain point in time (t) of a disordered set of actions on the market, and thus, of non-
linear events, which cannot be reproduced according to a cause-effect sequence that 
can be used for constructing an exact model. 
 

 
 
A classic example helps to illustrate the concept:  if a billiard ball responds to the laws 
of physics in a rigorous manner, and reacts to contact with the cushion in accordance 
with exact mathematical equations, the misconception of an economic index acting in 
the same manner had been due to the fact that while the billiard ball possesses a 
physical, measurable and quantifiable objectivity, the index is an abstract entity which 
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originates from the sum of the actions (moving in different directions) of prices and 
volumes, and thus, cannot be linked to an identifiable set. 
 
It is for this reason that an index or a price does not respond to linear models 
constructed using prior historic series of the same. A level is unsurpassable not for the 
scientific value of the model used (which remains unchanged) but for the cooperation 
of "n" participants or "n" variables which, by applying that same model, predetermine 
its turning points. 
 
The academic world's refusal, as mentioned, to produce forecasts about the markets 
thus marked the end of a sort of Platonic candour of econometric approaches, which 
from that point on were concentrated on more reliable forecasting models, such as the 
time series which were the focal point of the research of Robert Engle and Clive 
Granger, the winner of the 2003 Nobel Prize4. 
 
After Alan Greenspan's warning in 1997, the markets grew substantially on their own, 
and while the research relied on the frequent changing of valuation models, the 
financial alchemy of the investors began to surrender to more empirical cyclical 
theories. 
 
The absence of scientific governance of the markets was thus not anything new.  For 
centuries, financial markets had developed backed only by investors who had based 
their approach exclusively on the calculation of percentages with the relative 
summations of profits and losses. 
 
But the world of alchemy and operational empirics had also tasted the scientific 
influence of nineteenth-century positivism. In particular, the progress registered in the 
academic field by Francis Ysidro Edgeworth in 1881 filtered its way into the markets 
thanks to Charles Dow and Edward Jones who strangely enough in 1882 founded 
Dow Jones & Co., the firm that started publishing the first calculation of what later 
became the Dow Jones Industrial Average.  Just a coincidence? 
 
The Dow Theory described in S. A. Nelson's The Abc of Stock Speculation in 1902 
and in William Peter Hamilton's The Stock Market Barometer in 1922, became the 
first pseudo-scientific theory which scholars used to try to explain the cyclical 
evolution of the markets. 
 
This preliminary theory paved the way to the development of an array of investment 
techniques which then formed a sort of galaxy of graphic, cyclical, numeric and 
moving-average-based theories about the symbolic representation of prices.  Among 
these were the Oriental Kagi and Candlestick theories whose origins are lost in the 
mists of time.  Some of these approaches achieved a certain degree of success, 
including those of the U.S. traders William Gann and Ralph Nelson Eliott whose 
theories were developed in the thirties and were based on esoteric graphic and cyclical 
structures.  It is thus probably no coincidence that John Von Neumann published his 

                                                 
4 Daveri, F. and Rossi, E., Nobel all’arte di prevedere, in "Il Sole-24Ore", 2003.  
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research in 1928, and that his inspiration may have been the error of perspective that 
he witnessed spreading in research and in society5. 
 
In the field of alchemy, there were nonetheless investment practices based on strategic 
methods. The proof is the existence of markets which have structurally and 
historically remained operational due to the lower rate of error when it comes to these 
methods.  The existence of a market over time indicates the existence of a statistically 
and logically valid, and thus, scientific, structure.  Even in the empirical behaviour of 
investors, there is an element, albeit unknowingly, of scientific behaviour. 
 
The progressive recovery of the markets during the thirties and forties prevented 
scientific analysis of these empirical practices which were transformed in the 
seventies with the arrival of the first modern software programs used for technical 
analysis.  In facilitating the construction of oscillators, moving averages, dynamic 
bands, algorithms and neural networks, these programs also introduced a purely 
mathematical culture in the strategic empirics of investors.  As a result, the traditional 
graphic and strategic approach was abandoned in favour of an orientation toward 
models that conceptually would have followed the markets in what by then had 
developed into constant states of excess, providing automatic signals for when to 
move in and out of investments. 
 
This error was recognized in a roundabout way by Welles Wilder, a leading analyst 
who created the Relative Strength Index (RSI), one of the most well-known and 
widely used indicators today.  This occurred when Wilder published New Concepts in 
the Technical Trading Systems in 1978, and flanked his Directional Movement and 
RSI concepts with the presentation of the Reaction Trend System, a system he created 
because of the difficulty encountered in using linear models for application to intraday 
trading. 
The system consisted of a sort of strategic theory which, on the basis of the highs and 
lows of the preceding day, predetermined the points for moving in and out of the 
market. The formulas were those commonly known as pivot-pivot calculations. 
 
 

                                                 
5 Significant in this regard is the profile of a character Joseph Roth's The Crypt of the Cappucins who 
invents the profession of a financial consultant in the twenties. Similarly significant is the plot of Emil 
Zola's Money, whose setting, however, is exactly in the second half of the nineteenth century.  
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Chart 5 - Representation of the Reaction Trend 
 
Compared with mathematical models of oscillators which considered price as a 
variable, in the Reaction Trend System, the network of levels allowed for pre-
establishing the operational strategy even when markets were closed.  With this sort 
of map, it was possible to construct strategies based on short and long positions, with 
the respective entry levels, targets, and stop losses. 
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Chart 6 - An Example of How the Reaction Trend System Works 
 
It is probable that Wells Wilder reached these conclusions only after having observed 
the limits of the indicators (such as the ADX and RSI)  which he had so brilliantly 
created.  In order to grasp the radical nature of the Reaction Trend System vis-à-vis 
the indicators, it is sufficient to note that the strategy had been conceived to move 
against trends. Wilder writes, "The anti-trend mode reverses at each buy point and 
most sell points."  In other words, the system is exactly the opposite of a forecasting 
model. 
 
Wilder probably did not realize that he was reproposing a strategic-type operational 
approach similar to that demonstrated in a scientifically rigorous manner in game 
theory.   This is borne out by the fact that the proposal of operating in a strategic 
manner was exclusively linked to the problematic phase of intraday trading, whereas 
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in his approach to daily trading over the short and medium term, Wilder remained 
faithful to the use of the mathematical oscillators. 
 
This distinction indicates the substantial difference between the strictly scientific and 
theoretical orientation of the Von Neumann-Morgenstern team, and the empirics of 
Wells Wilder, who developed yet another "Delta" theory in the nineties.  Although 
brilliant, this theory was thus passed over in his book, and was not reconsidered until 
it appeared in several articles in "Stock & Comodities" in the nineties. 
 
It took the collapse of the stock market in the fall of 1987 and the Dow's loss of some 
22 percent in a single day as a result of programmed sales to evidence the limitations 
of trading programs based on mathematical indicators.  However, even in this case, 
the prompt recovery of the markets in the months thereafter ended up deferring the 
real crisis to the bubble which formed between 1996 and 2000.  This can be seen by 
observing the trend of the Dow Jones Index in the nineties, and its descent below the 
monthly stochastic indicator which had not given any new signals since 1984 (and did 
not do so until December 2002 and March 2003). 
 

 
 

Fig 7 - Monthly Trend of the Dow Jones Industrial Index and Stochastic Indicator 
 
Whoever was professionally involved with the markets during the nineties was thus 
forced to deal with these types of problems. 
On the one hand, macroeconomists sided with Alan Greenspan in announcing their 
skepticism, though they were unable to propose any solutions aside from the ongoing 
hikes in interest rates.  On the other hand, research basically gave up on forecasting. 
The markets, instead, were tending to punish anyone who had lost out on the rally, 
and were aided by the mass media which exaggerated the pessimism and optimism of 
any movements of the technology and bio-technology sectors.  This was the nineties. 
Having recognized the limitations of models based on mathematical oscillators6 and 
the need to assist the markets with their huge fluctuations, researchers in the field 
essentially began to concentrate on two major themes as of 1996: 

                                                 
6 Zulberti, M. L’analisi come scienza o arte? (Analysis:  science or art?)  in "Borsa & Finanza", 31 
August 1996, p. 32. 
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a) the perfection of the time-series models given their application to market 

situations; 
b) the rediscovery of graphic analysis, with the search for new strategic 

models to be applied to medium-/long-term trends. 
 
The random walk was accordingly not a concept that exclusively regarded markets in 
the midst of contraction, but it instead belonged to the substantial empirics of 
economic values as Von Neumann had correctly observed.  It was thus necessary to 
attempt to move away from the influence of cyclical macro theories (such as those 
proposed by Schumpeter and Kondratief) which, even though fully valid, were not 
capable of tracking the economy, and to rely on a new type of methodology. 
 
As at the end of the nineteenth century, physics and philosophical reflection once 
again exerted the greatest influence. The theory of super-strings7 described by 
scholars such as Stephen Hawking and Freeman Dyson in their popular works (such 
as Dyson's Infinite in All Directions) as well as the "reflective" approach of Karl 
Popper's school (Quantum Theory and the Schism in Physics of 1982) seemed to 
suggest that macro-phenomena be interpreted as quantum phenomena. 
 
One of the models which seems to respond best to this type of problem was that 
documented years before by Wilder in Reaction Trend System.   Having been 
removed from the shelf and dusted off, the old pivot formulas were applied in early 
1996 to shares and futures, through a simple electronic worksheet, while the graphic 
application on indices came in the spring of 2000. 
 
The calculation is very simple.  Having established a "t" time range, the analyst takes 
the highs and lows observed during this range to calculate resistances and supports for 
the time range thereafter ("t1") within which it is possible to establish a strategy in 
advance. 
 
Applied to the NASDAQ, the model for 2001 indicated the supports around 1,460, a 
level accepted with general skepticism. 
 

 
 

 
Chart 8 - Trend of the NASDAQ in 2000 and January 2001 

 
                                                 
7 Dyson, F., Infinito in tutte le direzioni (Infinite in All Directions), Milan 1989. 
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After a slight recovery, the index slowly descended until it reached 1,460 during the 
week following 09/11. 

 

 
 

Chart 9 - Trend of the NASDAQ from 10/2000 to early October 2001 
 
From that point, the index embarked on a very strong recovery which ended as the 
index ran up against the intermediate area around 2,100 in January 2002; the supports 
for the year had been calculated at around 1,260. 

 

 
 

Chart 10 - Trend of the NASDAQ in 2001 and in January 2002 
 

In January 2002, after having hovered closed to 2,100 for several sessions, the market 
slowly began to lose its steam, and by the summer, it went into severe decline that 
took it to the 1,260 support on 17 July - a level to which it returned a second time in 
October. 

 
 

Chart 11 - Trend of the NASDAQ from 01/2002 to 07/2002 
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The situation for 2003 contemplated a turnaround at 1,520, with the annual target at 
1,920.  The index reached 2,000 in December. 
 

 
 

Chart 12 - Trend of the NASDAQ in 2002 and in 2003 
 

Just as quantum mechanics tried to explain the atomic world, a sort of quantum macro 
seemed to be useful in helping to analyze the macro-phenomena of the economy.  
Was it just by chance, therefore, that George Soros, a student of Popper, became one 
of the most influential international investors, and opted to call his funds, the 
"Quantum Funds"? 
 
The pivot model naturally only provides a map of the market which includes some 
ambiguities. The construction of a strategy implies the development of a methodology 
which needs to be integrated with the market's dynamic function (which can be 
tackled with the application of time-series models). 
 
The research in coming decades will need to be focused on this confluence between 
the mapping and the mathematical-dynamic component of the markets, while it will 
also need to be reconciled with the operational aspects of the markets8. 
 
If it was right to argue in the midst of the bubble that forecasting did not make sense 
due to the fact that the markets are not actually linked to any forecasting formulas, 
then it is also correct to indicate a method which can be used for evaluating a risk 
coefficient and a method in relation thereto to be used for constructing a strategy. 
 
If idealism was imagining the economy as a train on a single track, and the random 
walk as a random movement in an infinite field, in considering game theory, the 
random movement appears deceptively carried out within areas where one can build a 
solidly operational strategy. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
8 Hollistein, M. and Isakov, D. Is it Possibile to Reconcile Technical Analysis and Academic Research? 
A Practical Example, in "IFTA Journal", 1998 edition, New York. 
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This reconstruction of the troubled relationship between economics and science, and 
between economics and forecasting, essentially leads to the following conclusions: 
 
 

a) the more the economy specialized and detached itself from theory, 
the more the economy became a subject that deals with abstract 
concepts similar to an exact science; 

 
b) while mathematics is an exact, algebraic science with clear-cut 

elements belonging to unambiguous classes (such as numbers or 
variables), economics has tried to become a science of non-absolute 
variables; it is thus not possible to view economics strictly in 
mathematical terms; 

 
c) there is a need to reconsider economics again from the perspective 

of philosophy so as to become, as argued by Popper, "reflective", 
thereby completely rethinking the reasoning of the principles of 
economics and the targets of its ideas; 

 
d) this should lead to a reconciliation between the world of business 

practice and the world of academic research (and this necessarily 
implies that research experts need to get out of their ivory towers), 
and a resulting clear indication of what is legitimate and what is not 
legitimate for debate in the economics field, 

 
e) given this outcome, the term "strategy" should now be used to 

substitute the term "forecast"; in economics, the "science as a 
forecast" principle cannot be realized and thus one must go a step 
further to "reflective science as a strategy"; 

 
f) the shift of economics from an exact science to a reflective science 

also implies the return of that moral component which the scientific 
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cold-heartedness of the twentieth century had eliminated, by 
assuming a governance framework which favours the search for 
solutions in the case of aspects that cannot be governed and are 
indomitable. 

 
From an operational perspective, this should translate into a clear and firm censure of 
any approaches not rigorously scientific, disclosing and declaring publicly the 
weakness of the mathematical indicators themselves.  At the same time, the academic 
world will need to examine seriously the methods used by the empirics of the 
markets, indicating the scientific value of the individual strategic approaches over and 
above the pseudo-scientific nature of the theories. 
 
The two worlds must find a meeting point which will lead, as alluded to above, to a 
sort of reflective governance of economics and of the markets, in order to prevent the 
flow of wrong information to millions of investors and a continuation of the risk 
culture in today's global society. 
 

 
 

Milan 22 december 2003 
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